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 _mce_0_r3_ceph_2 1083" And I put in the command which is my bios's bootable disk and It should boot and start a looping (in
this way I get the log). But it does not boot. did it give you an error message? No, just a blinking cursor and I wait for

something. Nothing happens for a few seconds and it does nothing. Then I do boot now or -wait -now and I get the same... ... I
would like to try to reinstall. I have an old disk but it has a windows installation on it, I'm afraid of installing it... konrados: how
did you install that first time? I have just boot from the USB. after installing I rebooted the system, I would now like to change

the BIOS, I put in the command I found on the internet and I rebooted. So it was a clean install. before, I didn't have the
ethernet connection and I had to wait for something to boot on the computer. When it boots and it gets to the grub, it says

"Unable to get canonical path of '/cow'", then I type "root (hd0,1)" and "setup (hd0)" and it gives me the black screen and then I
had to press F12 to get into the BIOS (and then it says "System Erroer - Not ready") I've already changed the boot order to not
show the CD/DVD first (I used Windows DVD first)... but when I put in the command for the bios it says the same... and when

I boot and I don't see anything, I put in the command again (it is my bios's bootable disk), it gives me the same "unable to get
canonical path of '/cow'" 520fdb1ae7
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